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Tabrani ZA <tabraniza@scadindependent.org> Sel, 16 Mei 2023 pukul 21.57
Kepada: Zulfatmi Zulfatmi Budiman <zulfatmibudiman08@gmail.com>

Article ID: 1006

Dear Zulfatmi Zulfatmi Budiman (Author): 
Thank you for submitting your paper to Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun. We really appreciate your contribution to submitting
papers to this journal.

After Editorial Board and Reviewers inspect and review your manuscript, we have reached a decision regarding your
submission about " LEARNING THE VALUES OF RELIGIOUS MODERATION IN MADRASAH ALIYAH: MODEL ANALYSIS".

Our decision is: Revisions Required

It is a very interesting topic. Although we appreciate the work you have put into the paper, we have determined that
your paper needs several developments in order to be considered for publication in the Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun.
There are several points of view that should be considered in particular which may construct the paper.

We have received comments and decisions from reviewers for your manuscript. Your manuscript should be pending
publication due to some minor revisions which may construct your manuscript. Attached are the overall comments of
the peer reviewer about your manuscript (Please see attached file).

Please help to make revisions so that this paper can meet the standards set in this journal. Make sure you revise the
manuscript based on the suggestions and comments from the reviewers. In addition, the revised manuscript you re-
submitted to us is final, is already in the JIP template, and has followed the JIP author's guidelines.

And then, please highlight the results of corrections and revisions to your paper in yellow directly in the manuscript.
This will greatly assist us in examining and re-evaluating the paper. In addition, please make a Table of Corrections to
make it easier for editors to assess your revised manuscript. The Table of Corrections contains the reviewer's
comments, your revision, and the page. You can see the Table of Correction format on the journal's website, in the
author's guidelines section. The Table of Corrections is sent with your revised manuscript as a separate file. 

As a side note, you must also complete all author names, affiliations and emails in your revised manuscript.

The Deadline for revision and re-submit of your revised manuscript is within TWO WEEKS  from the date of the
notice. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Thank you for your contribution and cooperation.

Best Regards,

Tabrani ZA 
SCAD Independent Research Institute, Indonesia 
tabraniza@scadindependent.org

------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer A: 
------------------------------------------------------

see comment

------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer B: 
------------------------------------------------------

I would strongly advise the author to rewrite their introduction, analysis, and discussion to produce a
more contextualized introduction to get papers that are standard for publication.

------------------------------------------------------
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Ramzi Murziqin <info.jip@scadindependent.org> Jum, 7 Apr 2023 pukul 14.28
Kepada: Zulfatmi Zulfatmi Budiman <zulfatmibudiman08@gmail.com>

Dear Zulfatmi Zulfatmi Budiman: 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "P PEMBELAJARAN NILAI MODERASI BERAGAMA DI MADRASAH ALIYAH"
to Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun. With the online journal management system that we are using, you will be able to track its
progress through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web site: 

Submission URL: https://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/authorDashboard/submission/1006 
Username: zulfatmibudiman

All the manuscripts submitted to the JIP editorial will be pass through a double-blind peer review according to the
International standards. We want to emphasize that all the manuscripts submitted are subject to review by the
editors, editorial board, and double-blind reviewers. The Editorial Board may reject a manuscript without peer review if
that paper is judged not to meet the journal minimum required qualifications. The final decision will be sent to the
author as soon as possible. For more details please visit:

http://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/workflow

You can monitor the progress of your paper stages process directly in your account, and each stage will be notified to
you about the progress of your paper. We hope you can be patient for a predetermined time of the process. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Best Regards,

Ramzi Murziqin
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Ramzi Murziqin <ramzimurziqin@scadindependent.org> Min, 28 Mei 2023 pukul 14.08
Kepada: Zulfatmi Budiman <zulfatmibudiman08@gmail.com>

Article ID: 1006

Dear Zulfatmi Budiman (Author): 

The editing of your submission, " LEARNING THE VALUES OF RELIGIOUS MODERATION IN MADRASAH ALIYAH:
MODEL ANALYSIS," is complete. We are now sending it to production.

You can monitor the progress of your paper stages process directly in your account, and each stage will be notified to
you about the progress of your paper. We hope you can be patient for a predetermined time of the process.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for
your work.

Submission URL: https://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/authorDashboard/submission/1006

Best Regards,

Ramzi Murziqin 
SCAD Independent, Aff. Ar-Raniry State Islamic University, Indonesia 
ramzimurziqin@scadindependent.org
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